Complete Fleet Services
TM

To be successful in today’s marketplace, your focus and resources have to remain dedicated to what you do best.
So when your core competency is flying, it pays to trust your aircraft maintenance to the dedication, experience
and expertise of Delta TechOps professionals.
Our Complete Fleet™ Services provide you with a single point of contact for rapid response and lower administrative
overhead. We keep you on the cutting edge of the most advanced technologies without cutting too far into your
operational budget. And most importantly, Complete Fleet™ Services maximize your aircraft dispatch reliability
to get your planes back in the air sooner and keep them there longer.

Go with the global leader in engine, component and
airframe maintenance.
Supporting the world’s largest fleet helps make Delta TechOps one of the world’s largest MROs — and your smartest
choice. Our economies of scale and unparalleled global reach mean you can take advantage of industry leading
operational commitments, streamline communication channels and maximize your maintenance investment.
Because Delta TechOps assumes responsibility for managing and controlling costs, your Complete Fleet™ solution
provides cost certainty for the major elements of your maintenance spend. It’s the efficient way to increase
liquidity as you gain a best-in-class provider to manage rotating assets such as spare parts.
With capabilities on most major aircraft types and stations all around the world, Complete Fleet™ provides the
services you need virtually anywhere you need them. The sky’s the limit.
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Complete Fleet™ Services

We’ll tailor the program that fits your needs.
Complete Fleet™ Services
transform the disparate elements
of your maintenance operations
into an integrated program, held
together by the most experienced
professionals in the industry.
And because your business profile
is unique, no two Complete
Fleet™ solutions are the same.
We tailor individual services into
a comprehensive program that
precisely fits your needs.
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Complete Fleet™ lets you take advantage of the central coordination and experience of the world’s largest fleet.

Form a partnership for more value over the long run.
At Delta TechOps, we go the extra
mile to ensure that when you become
a Complete Fleet™ customer, you’re
also part of a strategic partnership
that encourages a long-term view
on controlling costs and improving
performance. It’s a synergistic
relationship that produces added
value for your organization today,
tomorrow and for years to come.

Delta TechOps:
Airline Partner:
Maintains
regulatory
accountability
Focus on flying
Budget consistency

Partnership:
Frequent
communication
Integrated systems
Optimized
decision making

Manages MX programs
MX Planning
Performs line and base MX
Performs and plans engine
and component MX
Coordinates between
all elements

The Complete Fleet™ model creates a strategic partnership
for long-term cost control and improved performance.

To see what sets Delta TechOps apart, visit
www.DeltaTechOps.com or call
+1-404-773-5192.
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